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Top Hedge Fund Investors: Stories, Strategies, and AdviceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A professional's guide to the world of hedge fund investing






	
		Throughout the financial crisis of 2008, many hedge funds suffered massive losses and were often blamed for the extreme market upheavals. In the wake of the crisis, hedge funds remain a source of fascination for the media, legislators, and...
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Knowledge of Life Today: Conversations on Biology (Jean Gayon interviewed by Victor Petit) (Interdisciplinarity, Science and Humanities)John Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Knowledge of Life Today presents the thoughts of Jean Gayon, a major philosopher of science in France who is recognized across the Atlantic, especially for his work in philosophy and the history of life sciences. The book is structured around Gayon's personal answers to questions put forward by Victor Petit. This approach...
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Why Men Don't Listen And Women Can't Read MapsPease International Pty, 2001
It was a sunny Sunday afternoon as Bob and Sue set out with their three teenage daughters on a lazy drive down to the beach. Bob was at the wheel and Sue sat beside him, turning towards the back every few minutes to join in the animated series of conversations going on among their daughters. To Bob, it sounded as if they were all talking at...
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Philip Roth: The BiographyW W Norton, 2021

	
		New York Times Bestseller

		

		The renowned biographer’s definitive portrait of a literary titan.

	
		Appointed by Philip Roth and granted independence and complete access, Blake Bailey spent years poring over Roth’s personal archive, interviewing his friends, lovers, and...
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Brief: Make a Bigger Impact by Saying LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Get heard by being clear and concise The only way to survive in business today is to be a lean communicator. Busy executives expect you to respect and manage their time more effectively than ever. You need to do the groundwork to make your message tight and to the point. The average professional receives 304 emails per week and checks their...
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The Design of Design: Essays from a Computer ScientistAddison Wesley, 2010

	Making Sense of Design


	Effective design is at the heart of everything from software development to engineering to architecture. But what do we really know about the design process? What leads to effective, elegant designs? The Design of Design addresses these questions.


	These new essays by Fred...
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Don't Get Burned on EBay: How to Avoid Scams and Escape Bad DealsO'Reilly, 2006
Lots of books tell you how to buy and sell on eBay. But what if something goes horribly awry? Do you have to chalk it up to a "lesson learned," lick your wounds and move on? Not a chance. Don't Get Burned on eBay offers relevant lessons based on real-life stories posted on eBay's Answer...
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Java Persistence with HibernateManning Publications, 2006
Persistence-the ability of data to outlive an instance of a program-is central to modern applications. Hibernate, the most popular Java persistence tool, provides automatic and transparent object/relational mapping making it a snap to work with SQL databases in Java applications. Hibernate applications are cheaper, more portable, and more resilient...
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Content Marketing: Think Like a Publisher - How to Use Content to Market Online and in Social Media (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	If you have a website, a blog, or even a Facebook or Twitter presence, you are a publisher. Think like one: build a digital content strategy that embraces words, images and multimedia to systematically enhance consumer engagement and conversion rates. In Content Marketing, world-renowned digital content expert Rebecca Lieb offers all...
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Designing from Both Sides of the Screen: How Designers and Engineers Can Collaborate to Build Cooperative TechnologySams Publishing, 2001
Designing from Both Sides of the Screen: How Designers and Engineers Can Collaborate to Build Cooperative Technology is a must-have book for anyone developing user interfaces (UI). The authors define a seemingly simple goal, the Cooperative Principle for Technology: "[T]hose who are designing, building, or managing the development of...
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Reasoning About KnowledgeMIT Press, 2003
This book provides a general discussion of approaches to reasoning about knowledge and its applications to distributed systems, artificial intelligence, and game theory, as well as reasoning about the knowledge of agents who reason about the world.

Reasoning about knowledge—particularly the knowledge of agents who reason about the...
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Meetings with Remarkable Men (All and Everything)Phoenix Books, 1991

	Meetings with Remarkable Men, G. I. Gurdjieff’s autobiographical account of his youth and early travels, has become something of a legend since it was first published in 1963. A compulsive Â“read” in the tradition of adventure narratives, but suffused with Gurdjieff’s unique perspective on life, it is organized...
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